
JMHX 221 is a reouiu 3000 cube car in the Sixties. The new cube is 3600. The car is originally an ACF product of the late Thirties. 

CARBON BLACK 
by Martin Lofton 

Carbon black cars have been, and remain, a distinctive type 
of freight rolling stock, highly specialized in use and 
appearance. The cars' characteristics-large size, black paint. 
nearly indecipherable advertislng logos, and few in number 
makes them an object of curiosity. What has mystified most 
observers has been their use and roster. 

Historically, railroads shunned specialized freight cars. 
Railroad management preferred a car, such as the box car, 
which could be used nearly universally for innumerable 
cargoes from crated merchandise to wheat. Their preference 
made sense to management because the car was seldom 
without a use. For many years, railroads had their way and the 
box car, gondola, and hopper dominated the rosters. Such 
specialized cars as reefers and tank cars were left to private car 
lines, at least until such time as the railroads were persuaded of 
the size of the car demand. The best historical example is the 
reefer. Developed by inventors in the years after the Civil War, 
the reefer was turned into a near monopoly by Armour Car 
Lines, a subsidiary of Armour Packing. Only when the demand 
was very clear, and only then by government help, did the 
railroads "rescue" the produce reefer from private car lines. In 
the case of the meal reefers, the reefer remained the preserve 
of private car lines. The needs of other shippers slowly 
prevailed, and specialized cars for such loads as cement began 
to be purchased by railroads, a trend that began to grow in the 
Thirties. After WWIJ, the labor costs of loading and unloacling 
certain products became so great that shippers insisted on cars 
more efficient for their product; the age of specialized cars 
coming into full bloom. 

Carbon black is a dark gray, fine powder derived generally 
as a by-product of burning petroleum or gas. It is used primarily 
in tires to give greater abrasion resistance. Other uses include 
printing inks, wire insulations, and paint. In later years, many 
additional uses have been found. Since carbon black is a 
powder, it can be moved by gravity or with light air pressure. 

Most of the names of the early carbon black manufacturing 
companies were not easily recognized by observers. They were 
generally small to mid-sized petroleum and gas production 
companies, or subsidiaries of large petroleum companies. Their 
locations were more easily anticipated-generally the Mid 
south or Southwest-such as, Cabot Carbon in Pampa, TX., 
Continental Black in Amarillo, J.M. Huber in Borger, TX., Sid 
Richardson Carbon in Fort Worth, Columbian Carbon and 
Coltexo in Monroe, LA. and United Carbon in Charleston, VvV. 

Carbon black was most often produced by collecting 
deposits from the incomplete burning of oil. However, the 
process used in Monroe, LA. was thermal cracking of natural 
gas, at a time when natural gas was largely an unproductive by 
product of oil production. The companies producing in 
Louisiana even figured in the politics of Huey Long, the 
Kingfish, during the late Twenties and early Thirties. Table I 
lists the major carbon black companies of the steam era and 
their freight car reporting marks. 

The shipment of carbon black-loading, movement, and 
unloading of a powder-challenged the railroads preference for 
universal box cars. In the infancy of the industry at the 
beginning of the century, carbon black was packaged in bags or 
barrels and shipped in box cars. The nature of the product- 
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Drawn expressly for Mainline Modeler 
by Eric Neubauer 

Copies may be made for noncommercial use only 

Scale 3/16 = 1' 
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Table 1 Reporting Marks and Owners 

CABX 21 is believed to be the first carbon black car built. ft 
u·as an ACF product of November, J 933. Cabot used the cat 
trademark for several years. (ACF, Ed Hawkins) 
the late Twenties, shipments had reached nearly 100,000 tons. 
Enter American Car and Foundry. They offered the shippers an 
innovative covered hopper car designed for the job. 

The first carbon black hoppers were 47'1" in outside length 
and 12' 10" overall height. They had three bays with slopes of 40 
degrees from the horizontal which channeled the carbon black 
into circular outlets. Their roofs had numerous circular 
hatches. These were generally 8" in diameter, but the roof 
included one or more larger hatches for a man to enter the car 
for cleaning. The flat sides of the cars had vertical "I" beams for 
reinforcement, three per bay. Two of the three vertical braces 
terminated at a horizontal angle that ran the length of the 
enclosure about 18" above the side sill. There were vertical 
channels on the sides above the bolsters, similar to the 
common 70-ton ACF covered hopper design. Another 
characteristic of the early carbon black cars was a nearly 
universal use of a vertical brake staff. What emerged was, in 

Private Car Line 
Cabot Carbon Co., Pampa TX 
Cont. Black, Inc., Amarillo, TX 
(Witco-Cont. Carbon Blacks; 

Witco, Distr.; Cont. Carbon Producer) 
Continental Carbon, Co., NY, NY 
Columbian Carbon, Monroe, LA 
(Binney and Smith, Distributors) 

Coltexo Corp., Monroe, LA 
(Binney and Smith Distributors) 

General American Transportation Corp. 
J.M. HuberCcorp., Borger, TX 

Columbian Gasoline Corp., Monroe, LA 
Sid Richardson Carbon Co., Ft. Worth, TX 

United Carbon Co., Charleston, WV 
Witco Carbon Co, Chicago, IL 

GACX 
JMHX 
SCNX 
SRCX 
UCBX 
WITX 

CCCX 
CCX 

CLTX 

Reporting Marks 
CABX 
CBIX 

=--�-�� ----� � _;z..c_ - 
Above: Cabot 127 is a 1949 product of ACF. The design has 
changed little from the pre-war cars. The three vertical "I" 
beams per bay, and the horizontal angle or "Z" 18" above 
the side sill are characteristics of early carbon black car 
design. (ACF, Ed Hawkins) 
Right: A typical end of a pre-war carbon black car is 
displayed in the shot of Coltexo 's 104, a 1934 product of 
ACF. The vertical brake staff was common on steam era 
cars. (ACF, Ed Hawkins) 

low density and ease of transfer-made the bagging and 
unbagging a waste of time and money, not to mention a mess. 
Clearly, mechanized transfer was preferable to human 
handling. 

Again, it was the shippers and car builders who solved this 
inefficiency. In the Twenties, demand for carbon black was 
increasing quickly due to the popularity of the automobile. By 
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Columbian Carbon Co. 
bought 15 carsfromACF 

in 1934, the second 
purchase of carbon black 
cars. Columbian, a Cities 

Service subsidiary, 
labeled their product 
Micronex Beads and 

tuioertiseti this industriai 
product. (ACF, Ed 

Hawkins) 

18 
#500-507, 3000 cube, 401 
#508-517, 3000 cube, 501 

1956 
166 

#31-106, 3118 cube, 40t 
#107-126, 3118 cube, 50t 
#127-146, 3114 cube, 591 
#147-176, 3480 cube, 501 

88 
#1301-1330, 3000 cube, 40t 
#1331-1340, 3000 cube, 501 
#1341-1348, 3000 cube, 401 
#1349-1358, 3000 cube, 501 
#1401-1430, 3400 cube, 501 

140 
#196-206, 3000 cube, 50I 
#212-216, 3000 cube, 401 
#218-307, 3000 cube, 401 
#308-347, 3480 cube, 50I 

15 
#101-115, 3000 cube, 401 

79 
#40300-40304, 3000 cube, 401 
#40305-40399, 3000 cube, 40! 
#40500-40529, 3000 cube, 501 
#40575-40599, 3480 cube, SOI 

90 
#206-265, 3000 cube, 401 
#266-295, 3480 cube, 501 

20 
#100-119, 3000 cube, 501 

119 
#51-150, 3000 cube, 501 
#151-170, 3000 cube, 501 

none 

106 
#21-106, 3118 cube, 40I 
#107-126, 3118 cube, SOI 

15 
#101-115, 3000 cube. 401 

NIA 
#40000-40005 
#40106-40111 
#40112-40199 

40 
#301-306, 3000 cube, 401 
#307-322, 3000 cube, 401 
#323-330, 3000 cube, 40! 
#339-348, 3000 cube, 501 

120 
#201-205, 3000 cube, 40I 
#207 -216, 3000 cube, 401 
#218-307, 3000 cube, 401 

40 
#206-245, 3000 cube, 40I 

120 
1151-110, 3000 cube, 40t 
#111-150, 3000 cube, 40t 
#151-170, 3000 cube, SOI 

18 
#500-507, 3000 cube, 40t 
#508-517, 3000 cube, SOI 

The roof of the early carbon black cars was riveted plate 
with numerous 8" circular hatches and one or more larger 
manways for ent1y to the inside of the ca1·. CCX 285 was a 
1941 ACF product. (ACF, Ed Hawkins) 

66 
#21·86, 3118 cube, 40t 

None 

Table II - Roster by Years from Equipment Registers 
1941 1948 

Cabot 

CCCX 
Continental 

CCX 72 
Columbian #201-272 

CLTX 15 
Collexo #101-115 
GACX NIA 
General American #40000-40005 

#40106-40111 
#40112-40999 

JMHX 25 
J.M. Huber #206-230 

SRCX none 
Sid Richardson 
UCBX 80 
United #51-130 

WITX none 

Reporting Marks 
CABX 

many respects, a 20 year preview of the modern grain hopper, 
albeit with much less height. 

The carbon black cars had capacities of 3000 cubic foot and 
80000 lbs., reflecting the low density of the cargo and the 
relatively light weight of a loaded 4 7' car. The light weight of an 
early car was typically 50000 lbs., and the cars were primarily 
of riveted construction. Eric Neubauer in "Freight Cars Journal 
Monograph # 15, Carbon Black Cars" reports 368 cars were built 
by ACF, General American, and Pressed Steel Car Co. between 
1933 and the cessation of railroad car production in the early 
years of WWII. 

Production resumed following the war, but the design was 
the same, with the exception of a shorter car built by General 
American. Neubauer totals the late Forties production at 128 
cars. The beginning of the Fifties was a watershed, however, 
and the sizes of cars began to increase. The capacities 
increased to 3480 cu. ft. and 50 tons. This was achieved by 
increasing the height of the car Lo 14'6". These were largely 
Mager built cars and that company seems to have garnered the 
business specifically by increasing the car capacity. Thrall 
entered the market for carbon black cars in the mid-Fifties and 
capacities ratcheted up to 70- 
tons and 3524 cubic feet. In 
the early Sixties, car heights 
grew and cubic capacity 
followed. Large Thrall cars of 
this period reached 4727 cubic 
feet. In the late Sixties, they 
reached 5750 cubic feet and 
the cars were generally 
comparable to, though larger 
than, the covered grain 
hoppers of the period. 

The carbon black cars were 
highly durable. The weight of 
the cargo created little strain 
on the structure, and loading 
and unloading caused little 
damage. Thus one would 
expect there to be remaining 
examples of the steam era 
carbon black ca.rs. Such is not 
the case, since most, if not all, 
surviving cars have had their 
height increased to modern 
dimensions. Cars of generally 
3000 cubic foot capacity had 
additional plates added to the 
sides, with new capacities 
ranging from mid-3000 to 
slightly over 4000 cubic feet. 

.. 
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Table Ill - Steam Era Transfers 
First Series Receiving Series Date 

Number 
Owner Owner 
SCNX 201-262 CCX 201-262 1940 62 
GACX 40000-40127 CCCX 301-322 1941 2.2 
SHPX 25060-25072 

25079-25081 CCCX 323-338 1941 16 
CCCX 331-358 WITX 500-517 1948 18 

product Micronex Beads and touted it with "Means Miles in 
your Tires." The product was distributed by Binney and Smith, 
according to the car sides. In a move certain to get a stir from 
modem environmentalists, the cars displayed a representation 
of Aladdin's lamp emitting clouds of black smoke. In a bit of 
overstatement, Continental emblazoned the sides of their 
GACX leased cars with a script "Continental Dustless." On its 
initial cars, Cabot titled its product "Certified Spheron" and 
displayed a black cat on a white circle. By the time the post war 
cars arrived. Cabot had simplified the sides to their name and 
symbol, along with car data J.M. Huber simply displayed the 
company name, as they did on leased tank cars used to ship 
printing ink.United Carbon used their name and labeled the 
cars "Carbon Black" in big letters. Witco-Continental Carbon 
Blacks dominated the sides of those companies cars. 

Such rebuildings are discemable because of the weld mark at 
the top of the old sides where the new plates were added. Thus, 
the older carbon black cars are a thing of the past, and only 
photos remain. 

Most carbon black cars were owned by the carbon black 
companies. The initial cars were purchased by Cabot Carbon in 
1933. These were the standard for the era, 3000 cubic feet and 
47' in length. By 1941, however, United with 80 cars and 
Columbian with 72 cars had slightly more cars than Cabot's 66. 
Smaller owners were J.M. Huber, the Printing Inks Company, 
with 25, and Coltexo with 15. By 1948, united and Columbian 
were tied with 120 cars and Cabot followed with 106 cars. Refer 
to Table II, Roster by Years, for further information. 

During the Thirties, the two major builders, ACF and 
General American, leased some cars to the industry. These 
leased cars were sold to shippers in 1941, but GATC would 
enter the leasing market again in the postwar years. In addition. 
some cars changed hands because of mergers. For example, 
Continental and Witco combined in 1948, Witco being the 
distributor and Continental being the producer. Refer to Table 
III, Steam Era Car Transfers, for a listing of early ownership 
changes. 

One of the most interesting aspects of carbon black cars was 
the use of cars for company advertising. Columbian Carbon 
cars, for example, were a traveling billboard. They labeled their 
Right: In the early years, ACF leased 
carbon black cars through their SHPX 
subsidiaru. No. 25067 would be sold lo 
Continental Carbon soon after 
leasing. (ACF, Ed Hawkins) 
Below: UCBX 133 explains why the old 
cai·bon black cars are no longer what 
they seem. Careful observation rereais 
a horizontal weld seam between the 
company name and "Carbon. Blacks" 
where two feel of additional height has 
been added. in 1966. Built in 194·1 lo a 
3000 cubic fool capacity, the car is 
now 3900. (Bob Lorenz) 
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JMHX 267 was a 
Maqor product of 1952 

and reflects the 
increase in size of 
carbon black cars 

taking place in this 
period. The cm· 

heights were now 14: 
and tne capacity 3480 
cubic feet and 50-tons. 

Huber is a printing 
inks company. 

(Charles Winters, c. 
1952) 

The carbon black cars were painted black. Because they 
would quickly become black from the overspray of carbon 
black, they looked like a ball of soot rolling down the track. As 
best as can be determined, all lettering and advertising was in 
white. The tendency of the cars to collect carbon black on the 
sides, the small number of cars existing, and their location in 
industrial areas must have mitigated the value of the 
advertising. 

Refer to Table IV, Construction of Carbon Black Cars, for a 
summary of the cars, their owners, numbers, builders, build 
dates, and sizes. It has been compiled using Eric Neubauer's 

Continental Carbon 
combined wilh Witco 
Chemical lo market 

carbon black and this 
was reflected in the 

later advertising on the 
car sides. The car is an 
ACF product of 1940 
with 40-ton capacity. 
(Rail Data Services) 

Monograph, The Official Railway Equipment Registers, 
Railroad Age's annual summaries of car purchases and various 
company records. It is believed to include all carbon black cars 
of the late steam era. 

Due to their large size in an era of small cars, their black 
paint and obscure lading, carbon black cars were distinctive in 
the late steam era. They were rare indeed due to their small 
number-the entire fleet being less than the freight roster of 
the Charleston and Western Carolina or Northwestern Pacific. 
They were an example of the rolling stock of private car lines 
meeting the special needs of a small industry. 
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Table IV - Construction of Carbon Black Cars 
Reporting Marks Series Total Cars Builder(s) Built Dates Notes 
CABX 21-106 86 ACF/GA TC/Press.Sii. 1933-41 First carbon black cars 
CABX 107-146 40 ACF 1946-49 SO and 59ton 
CABX 147-161 15 Magor 1951 3480 cube, 50t 
CABX 162-176 15 Magor 1952 3480 cube, SOI 
CCCX 339-348 10 . GATC 1947 3000 cube, 501 
CCCX 1401-1410 10 Mag or 1951 3480 cube, 501 
CCCX 1411-1415 5 Magor 1952 3480 cube, 501 
CCX 263-287 25 ACF 1940-41 3000 cube, 401 
CCX 288-307 20 ACF 1947 3000 cube, 401 
CCX 308-332 25 Magor 1952 3480 cube. 501 
CLTX 101-115 15 ACF 1934-36 3000 cube, 401 
GACX 40000-40005 2 GATC 1937 3000 cube, 40I 
GACX 40106-40111 4 GATC 1937 3000 cube, 40! 
GACX 40112-40117 6 GATC 1938 3000 cube, 401 
GACX 40118-40127 10 GATC 1940 3000 cube, 40I 
GACX 40100-40304 5 GATC 1942 3000 cube, 40I 
GACX 40305-40324 30 GATC 1947-49 3000 cube, 401 
GACX 40500-40529 30 GATC 1946-48 50 ton. 40' design 
GACX 40530-40572 30 GATCJPS 1949 3000 cube, 50t 
GACX 40575-40599 25 Magor 1952 3480 cube, SOI 
JMHX 206-242 37 ACF 1935-41 3000 cube, 401 
JMHX 243-245 3 ACF 1947 3000 cube, 40I 
JMHX 266-280 15 Magor 1952 3480 cube, sot 
JMHX 281-295 15 Magor 1952 3480 cube, 501 
SHPX 25060-25072 13 ACF 1941 3000 cube, 401 
SHPX 25079-25081 3 ACF 1941 3000 cube, 401 
SHPX -25162-25181 20 ACF 1948 3000 cube, 501 
SCNX 201-262 62 ACF 1937-39 3000 cube, 40I 
SRCX 100·124 25 GATX 1949 3000 cube, 501 
UCBX 51-150 100 ACF/GA TC 1935·41 3000 cube, 401 
UCBX 151-170 20 ACF 1946-47 3000 cube, 501 


